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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member McGovern, and distinguished members of the House
Agriculture Subcommittee on Nutrition, thank you for inviting me to testify on the
importance of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program and the program’s
direction in the next Farm Bill.
I am the Executive Director of the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank, the largest nonprofit food distribution organization in Pennsylvania. We are a member of Feeding
America’s food bank network that covers every county in the United States. We live our
mission of fighting hunger, improving lives, and strengthening communities every day.
We truly believe no one should be hungry and are committed to working hard every day
to make that belief a reality. We are also a fine example of public/private partnerships to
benefit society, with generally 80 percent of our food and financial resources sourced
through private donations.
Hunger in Pennsylvania and the United States
The Central Pennsylvania Food Bank distributes more than 48 million pounds of food
and grocery products, equivalent to more than 40 million meals, every year to more than
900 soup kitchens, shelters, and food pantries in 27 central Pennsylvania counties. These
agencies directly feed thousands of hungry families throughout central Pennsylvania. We
could not do this without the generosity of food donors and financial supporters from all
sectors, including food companies, retailers, farmers, corporate funders and individuals.
The 27 counties within our service territory represent the most rural of the
commonwealth. While we have more than 1.8 million people in our state who struggle
with hunger, we are blessed with more than 57,000 family farms – 30,000 of which are in
our service territory. In a region as agriculturally rich as central Pennsylvania, there is no
reason that anyone should go to bed hungry. Farmers in our state and across the country
produce the safest, most affordable, most abundant supply of food in the world. And we
do our part every day at the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank to ensure that we are
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sourcing and distributing nutritious fruits and vegetables, protein and calcium that are
essential to food insecure individuals. In doing so, we’re not only working to meet the
supplemental nutrition needs of low-income people, we are supporting Pennsylvania
agriculture and food businesses across the economic spectrum, and their employees.
The need is real, and the need is significant across the country. According to research
conducted by Feeding America, there is a significant meal gap, or difference between the
food low-income people need and the resources they have to buy that food. Map the Meal
Gap 20161 shows that there are over 8 billion meals missing from the tables of lowincome Americans per year. Thousands of Pennsylvanians continue to struggle to get
back on their feet and for many, work does not provide protection from poverty and food
insecurity. While many people think that poverty impacts only a small number of people
who remain impoverished for many years, the reality is something different… a majority
of Americans experience food insecurity over the course of their working lives, often due
to unforeseen circumstances such as job loss, inadequate hours, divorce or health issues2.
Feeding America’s quadrennial study of the people utilizing charitable food assistance,
Hunger in America 2014, reveals that about two-thirds of the people our food banks and
their local agencies serve are making impossible trade-offs between paying for food and
other necessities like rent, transportation, health care and utilities.
One example of this is Jonah, who recently called into our food bank’s Food Stamp
Helpline. Jonah is a 40-year-old, veteran, husband and father of two teenage children who
was always able to provide shelter, food and other essential needs for his family. After
being honorably discharged from the military, Jonah started working full-time for an
Army Depot. Between his paycheck and veteran benefits, Jonah made ends meet without
assistance. Unfortunately, last year Jonah was in an auto accident and had a brain injury
which caused memory loss and balance issues, led to an emergency spinal cord surgery,
and affected his ability to work. His last paycheck was in December and ever since, his
savings and checking accounts have been depleted. Although he still receives his veteran
benefit, this is not enough to cover his mortgage let alone buy groceries. In February,
Jonah and his family were approved for nearly $400 a month in SNAP benefits. Not only
has SNAP provided Jonah’s family the ability to purchase healthy nutritious foods, but it
supplements the limited food that he receives from his local food pantry. In addition,
because his family is eligible for SNAP benefits his two children are eligible to receive
free school meals, lessening the family’s grocery bill. Without the SNAP benefits, Jonah
and his family would have to make the choice of paying his mortgage or paying for
groceries. Fortunately, he is now able to provide a warm and loving home as well as a
healthy nutritious diet for his family because of the SNAP program.
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Our Nation’s Nutrition Assistance Safety Net
While the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank works tirelessly to provide emergency food
assistance to families at risk of hunger, the problem is too big to fix without our taxpayerfunded safety net programs such as SNAP. While we do make a difference for people in
our community, national programs reach far more people – and we simply could not
backfill the increased demand on the charitable food system that would result if any of
these safety net programs were eliminated or cut. We are already stretched to meet
sustained high need. As stated as a finding in the House Agriculture Committee’s
comprehensive review of the SNAP program, the need for nutrition assistance cannot be
addressed by just one program or group – it requires collaboration between governments,
non-profits, communities and individuals.
The people that we serve rely on these federal programs to help meet their families’
needs, and these programs are an integral piece of the safety net – working together and
complementing one another. SNAP is the backbone of the national nutrition safety net,
the first line of defense against hunger. SNAP helps nearly 1.8 million people (14.2
percent of Pennsylvanians) buy groceries every month and lifts 13.1 percent of those
households out of poverty.
The Central Pennsylvania Food Bank operates a Food Stamps Helpline that helps
individuals find out if they qualify to receive additional food assistance. Within our
service territory, only 55 percent of those individuals that are income eligible for the
program are receiving benefits, meaning over 200,000 potential SNAP-eligible central
Pennsylvanians are not in the program. Our goal is to inform the public about this federal
nutrition program and to provide screening and enrollment assistance to those who may
need and are eligible to receive benefits. As an example of our innovative efforts in
central Pennsylvania to appeal to more Snap-eligible people, we have presented in
Appendix A, a graphical image for a SNAP outreach campaign using the theme "Feed the
Body, Fuel the Soul, Free the Mind". I am proud to share with you that this extraordinary
campaign theme and related graphics were developed, free of charge, by several students
of the Pennsylvania College of Arts and Design in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in a recent
project for Hunger Free Lancaster County. All activities for this campaign will be funded
entirely by private donations.
One woman that our food bank educated, screened and helped to enroll in SNAP, is a
familiar story to more and more senior citizens who are grandparents. Helen was retired
and living on a fixed income in low cost senior housing, able to pay for her own
groceries, utilities, and healthcare. In the spring of 2015, like many grandparents of late,
Helen found herself raising three young children due to their father being involved with
drugs and a mother who is in prison. Because Helen lived in senior-specific housing, she
was asked to leave when she started to care for the children. So, she took her savings and
bought a house, which has increased her cost of living. When school let out for the
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summer Helen started seeing her Social Security check dwindle down faster and began
dipping into her savings to purchase more groceries to take place of the meals the
children were receiving during the school year. Although she was receiving food from a
food pantry it still wasn’t enough to last until her next visit. In August, Helen didn’t know
where else to turn and finally decided to apply for SNAP and was eligible for more than
$400 a month. Now that she can provide enough food through her SNAP benefits, Helen
can provide other necessities to these children, such as clothing and shoes.
The impact of SNAP is vast. SNAP serves some of the most vulnerable people in our
country and directly supports farmers, the local economy, retailers, processors, and many
others. Without SNAP, many people would maintain higher levels of food insecurity and
farmers would have fewer outlets for their products.
While we are here today to speak about SNAP in the context of the farm bill, I think it is
worth mentioning the looming appropriations process that will be underway soon.
Appropriations Process and the Farm Bill
I commend Chairman Conaway and Ranking Member Peterson in their recent
communication to the House Budget Committee, requesting that the committee consider
the current economic conditions within rural communities and the significant
contributions toward deficit reduction already made by the Agriculture Committee. We
wholeheartedly agree that the fiscal year 2018 budget resolution must respect the cost
savings3 and commitments made under the 2014 Farm Bill, and that the budget process
must provide flexibility necessary to develop solid agriculture and food policy in the new
farm bill before the current law expires. Regarding the nutrition title of the farm bill,
Chairman Conaway acknowledged that “CBO is projecting that the Nutrition Title is
achieving savings relative to the previous farm bill and significantly more than
anticipated during the last farm bill debate.”
I also thank the Chairman for conducting a top-to-bottom review of SNAP and publishing
its findings last year. As stated in the Chairman’s letter, “However widely the views of
Members of the Committee vary on the subject of SNAP, we all share a common
conviction in the dignity of every person and the importance of creating economic
opportunity so each and every person is able to live the American dream. On this, we are
all agreed.”
SNAP Policy Considerations
As the House Agriculture Committee works on a new farm bill, we urge you to consider
five key points:
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1. SNAP supports agriculture, local economies, jobs, and retailers.
Agriculture: Pennsylvania’s leading economic enterprise, agriculture, benefits
strongly from the SNAP program. For example, the largest farm commodity in
Pennsylvania is dairy. About 9 percent of spending by SNAP households is on
dairy, providing Pennsylvania farmers with an important source of revenue, and an
important outlet for their milk. This becomes even more important given the
current conditions within the dairy industry – that of tight margins, a milk surplus,
low demand on the market, and disruption to foreign markets.
Local economies: Economic research estimates that every SNAP dollar redeemed
expands the economy by roughly $1.704, leading to billions in local economic
activity. In fact, roughly $2.6 billion in SNAP dollars issued in Pennsylvania in
Fiscal Year 2015 generated $4.6 billion in economic activity.5 The economic
benefits spread throughout the entire food supply chain, benefiting grocers,
retailers, manufacturers, producers and farmers, while supporting the millions of
jobs they provide.
Jobs: A 2010 study by the USDA found that for every $1 billion of added SNAP
funding, between 8,900 and 17,000 jobs were created.6 Per a study of SNAP’s
economic effects at the state level, in Pennsylvania a 10 percent cut in SNAP
funds would result in the destruction of 3,611 jobs.7
Retailers: SNAP spending accounts for more than 10 percent of all spending on
food purchased to be eaten at home.8 The resources provided by SNAP are critical
to beneficiaries, who spend them almost immediately – 97 percent of SNAP
benefits are spent in the month they are issued.9 In one month in 2016, SNAP
funded around $218 million of sales in Pennsylvania.10
2. SNAP is timely and responds to changes in need. One of the strongest features of
SNAP is its ability to respond quickly to changes in need. This is the case both
during natural and economic disasters. During the recent recession, SNAP
participation grew alongside rising unemployment and is falling as the economy
slowly recovers. CBO’s January 2017 budget projections show SNAP savings of
more than $30 billion over the course of the farm bill compared to estimates from
just one year ago and project SNAP contributing to more than $90 billion in
savings overall, which is far more than expected as the program contracts by
design. Participation continues to decline and as of December 2016, the most
recent data available, more than 4.8 million (or 10 percent) lower than at its postrecession peak in December 2012 and the lowest level since September 2010.
3. SNAP is temporary and encourages work. SNAP supports households as they get
back on their feet, providing them with needed nutrition and encouraging work.
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New participants spend an average of only 12 months on SNAP and most leave
the program within two years. SNAP is structured to provide a strong work
incentive and was designed to essentially not have a “benefit cliff.” In fact, for
every additional dollar a SNAP participant earns, their benefits decline by about
30 cents, not a full dollar. So, participants have a strong incentive to find a job,
work longer hours, or seek better-paying employment.
More than half of SNAP households with at least one working-age, non-disabled
adult work while on SNAP; more than 80 percent work in the year before or after
receiving SNAP. For many of these families, SNAP is an important support while
they are between jobs and looking for work.
4. SNAP provides states flexibility and federal accountability. SNAP’s structure
couples local decision-making with federal oversight to deliver a program that is
both flexible for state administrators and accountable to the federal taxpayer.
States have a robust framework of state options when administering SNAP,
enabling them to adapt the program to best meet the needs of their state.
At the same time, federal oversight ensures that SNAP is accountable both to
taxpayers and to participants. Consistent eligibility parameters and benefit levels
across states ensure that eligible families are guaranteed food assistance when they
fall on hard times, regardless of where they live.
5. SNAP is efficient and accurate. Nearly 93 percent of federal SNAP spending goes
for benefits to purchase food. The remainder goes toward administrative costs
including monitoring of retailers that accept SNAP and anti-fraud activities, and
important services like employment and training that help participants improve
their employability and move toward work or improve their prospects.
SNAP payments are accurate and the program has historically low error rates.
SNAP has one of the most rigorous payment error measurement systems of any
public benefit program. It also has one of the best records of accuracy in providing
benefits only to eligible households. The most recently available data show that
more than 99 percent of SNAP benefits are issued to eligible households.
As the subcommittee works on a new farm bill, we look forward to working with you to
demonstrate how strong support for nutrition programs and agriculture programs can
strengthen communities such as the one we serve in central Pennsylvania. These
programs work well, but with any policy or program, can always be improved to ensure
that more families and children have access to the nutrition they need.
Working together, we believe that we can achieve a farm bill that helps strengthen our
agriculture economy, provides support to rural communities, and reduces hunger through
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partnership and collaboration.
On behalf of the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank, thank you for this opportunity to
present testimony.
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